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example #35  Inclined plane                 pulley problem:  How far down the ramp will the 620N box slide in 2.5 sec? The ramp 
puts a friction force of 80.0 N        on the sliding box. The box is being held back by the additional force of 160N shown below.
            Draw a labeled FBD on    each   mass:        two symbol equations WARNING: SYMBOLS ONLY:

 160 N        For A:          - T  -   Fcos(φ + θi )  -   f  +  mAgsinθi = mAa  
   T                       15°                    For B:  +    T    -    mBg     =   mBa                 

                   f              slide forward

   A       solve for accel (symbols) : - mBg -  Fcos(φ + θi )  -  f  +  mAgsinθi =  a            
                                                                         (mA+ mB)

        F                                        Plug in #’s:  -150 N - 160cos(15° + 35°) - 80N + 620sin35° =  a
      T                                                                                                 [(620N + 150N)/9.81m/s/s]

  B       150N                                 indicates                     a  =  (-150 - 103 - 80 + 356)N / 78.5kg = 0.292m/s/s 
                       friction
                                 θi                               θi = 35°              x     kinematics:  Assume it starts from rest.                      

mBg                                                  2nd O.M. kinematics:  Δx = 1/2 a t2 
  x               mAg                      Δx = 1/2 (0.292m/s/s)(2.5s)2

           8b.)  Now find the tension in the rope.          answer:   Δx = 0.913m = 91.3 cm
Simply plug your new found acceleration             T    -    mBg     =   mBa  ===>   T = mB(g  +  a) 

        back into the simplest symbol equation above:   

€ 

T =
150N

9.81m
s2

(9.81m
s2 + 0.292 m

s2 ) =154.5N

STATICS (Truss problems):  Statics is the branch of mechanics concerned with bodies at rest and forces in 
equilibrium. A truss is a framework, typically consisting of rafters,  
posts, and struts, which supports a roof, bridge, or other structure.                                            F E D  E X
   
example #36   Assuming the 100 lb box’s weight is evenly distributed 
between the two angled supporting beams, how many lbs of force                                           20°                                      60°
is on each beam in the three beam table profiled to  the right.  C         A
Believe it or not, the fastest way to solve this problem is to use the law of sines.           
Represent the force on each beam with a vector oriented in the same direction as the beams.  A common 
misconception for students is that the force vectors are the same relative length as the beams.  Not true at all!        B
The only thing that is the same between the beams and the forces is the spacial orientation  .  

         Each forces is along an infinite         The resulting green  vectors below represent the
Since a static situation,                  “line of action” (LOA)                  forces on  the beams  with  the correct   
These three forces must                                                       relative lengths and orientations
vectorially add up 
head to tail to form NO                                                                              slide  
resultant.  Therefore, when                       LOA                               60°          LAW OF SINES
you add them up, what   down                            30°          sin 30° =  sin 80° =  sin 70°       
geometric figure will                                      A          C        B                 A
result?                               B           B = 100 lbs up since it must 
Correct . . . a triangle!        80°                   balance down force. 

                70°                   100 sin 30°  =  C sin 80°
Remember from vector addition rules that if the vectors are all                    C    20° C =  50.8 lbs
acting  on one point, I can slide them anywhere I want on the page as long            100sin70° = Asin80°
as the y maintain their correct length and orientation.                                                                                          A = 95.4 lbs


